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PURPOSE
This study aims to develop a diagnostic model that combines computed tomography (CT) imag-
es and radiomic features to differentiate indeterminate small (5–20 mm) solid pulmonary nodules 
(SSPNs).

METHODS
This study retrospectively enrolled 413 patients who had had SSPNs surgically removed and histo-
logically confirmed between 2017 and 2019. The SSPNs included solid malignant pulmonary nod-
ules (n = 210) and benign pulmonary nodules (n = 203). The least absolute shrinkage and selection 
operator was used for radiomic feature selection, and random forest algorithms were used for ra-
diomic model construction. The clinical model and nomogram were established using univariate 
and multivariable logistic regression analyses combined with clinical symptoms, subjective CT find-
ings, and radiomic features. The area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic 
curve was used to evaluate the performance of the models.

RESULTS
The AUC for the clinical model was 0.77 in the training cohort [n = 289; 95% confidence interval 
(CI): 0.71–0.82; P = 0.001] and 0.75 in the validation cohort (n = 124; 95% CI: 0.66–0.83; P = 0.016). 
The AUCs for the nomogram were 0.92 (95% CI: 0.89–0.95; P < 0.001) and 0.85 (95% CI: 0.78–0.91; 
P < 0.001), respectively. The radiomic score (Rad-score), sex, pleural indentation, and age were the 
independent predictors that were used to build the nomogram.

CONCLUSION
The radiomic nomogram derived from clinical features, subjective CT signs, and the Rad-score can 
potentially identify the risk of indeterminate SSPNs and aid in the patient’s preoperative diagnosis.
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With the wide application of computed tomography (CT) in pulmonary nodule 
screening and the improvement of public health awareness, an increasing number 
of small solid pulmonary nodules (SSPNs) are being detected.1,2 According to the 

Fleischner guidelines, the nodules are categorized into solid and subsolid nodules depending 
on their density. Solid nodules are dense enough to mask the traveling blood vessels and 
bronchial shadows, while subsolid nodules refer to the ground glass density containing the 
lesion density that is not enough to mask the traveling blood vessels and bronchial shadows. 
Nodules with different densities have different malignant probabilities. A survey found that 
the malignant probability of small nodules (SNs) in patients undergoing surgical resection 
ranged from 5% to 70%.3,4 The classic definition of indeterminate solitary pulmonary nodules 
(which may be malignant) is pulmonary nodules that do not meet the quintessential benign 
radiological criteria.5 Currently, the incidence of lung carcinoma both in China and globally 
remains high.6,7 In the early stage, lung carcinoma is often found in the form of pulmonary 
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nodules. Assessing the nature of the nodules 
is an essential step in making SN manage-
ment decisions. One study showed that solid 
nodules smaller than 5 mm had a malignan-
cy rate of 0.4%, solid nodules larger than 20 
mm had a malignancy rate of 31%,8 and solid 
nodules between 5 and 20 mm were difficult 
to diagnose.9

A computer-aided diagnosis is increas-
ingly used in the diagnosis of pulmonary 
nodules. Some people build clinical models 
to diagnose hamartoma and adenocarcino-
ma, and some use radiomics to distinguish 
between benign and malignant pulmonary 
nodules.10,11 The latest research techniques, 
such as the use of radiomic features and the 
attached vessel tortuosity, are also used to 
distinguish between lung adenocarcinoma 
and granuloma. We developed a nomogram 
to predict the risk probability of indetermi-
nate solid lung nodules, which combined 
clinical data, subjective CT signs, and radio-
mics, and included nodules ranging from 5 
to 20 mm.

Methods

Patient selection

Our retrospective study was approved 
(approval no: 2020KY082) by the Hospi-
tal Institutional Review Committee, and 
the requirement for informed consent was 
waived. Two radiologists (with 3 and 10 
years of working experience, respectively) 
who were blinded to the final pathological 
diagnosis and clinical data, independently 
reviewed the CT images of all patients with 
SSPNs between January 2017 and Decem-
ber 2019. Interpretation discrepancy, if any, 
was resolved by consensus. The admission 
criteria for patients were as follows: (1) SPNs 
5–20 mm in diameter; (2) aged older than 15 
years; (3) no history of malignant tumors in 
the past 5 years; (4) confirmation by surgical 
or CT-guided biopsy pathology; (5) no radio-
therapy or chemotherapy before the exam-

ination; (6) preoperative chest thin-layer CT 
image (≤1.25 mm); and (7) interval between 
chest CT scan and surgery of less than one 
month. The exclusion criteria were as fol-
lows: (1) SPNs (non-solid and part-solid); (2) 
impacts of diffuse pulmonary disease on 
imaging diagnosis; (3) lesions accompanied 
by a cavity; and (4) pathologically confirmed 
metastatic carcinoma.

In total, 413 participants were enrolled 
in this study (58.0 ± 10.5 years old), includ-
ing 199 (48.18%) women and 214 (51.82%) 
men. The prevalence of malignant SSPNs 
was 50.85%. The most malignant SSPN was 
lung adenocarcinoma with 196 (93.33%) 
cases, while the others included 8 (3.81%) 
squamous cell carcinomas, 5 (2.38%) ad-
enosquamous carcinomas, and 1 (0.48%) 
neuroendocrine carcinoma. Figure 1 shows a 
flowchart for nodule screening.

Chest CT scanning technology and image 
analysis

A thoracic spiral CT was performed from 
the apex pulmonis to the costophrenic an-
gle using the second-generation Somatom 

Definition Flash CT scanner of Siemens or a 
GE Revolution Spiral system (GE Healthcare). 
The enhanced scan was performed using a 
high-pressure syringe, injecting non-ionic io-
dine (iohexol; 350 mg/mL; injection amount, 
1.5–2 mL/kg; injection rate, 3 mL/s) intrave-
nously through the elbow. The arterial phase 
scan was performed 25 s after injection of 
the contrast agent. The acquisition param-
eters were set as follows: tube voltage, 120 
kV; tube current, 80–300 mAs; pitch, 0.2; and 
scanning matrix, 512 × 512. The scanning 
layer thickness was 5.0 mm, and the recon-
struction layer thickness of the standard al-
gorithm was 1.0–1.25 mm. The mediastinum 
window was set [width, 350 Hounsfield unit 
(HU); level, 40 HU], and the lung window was 
also set (width, 1.200 HU; level, −600 HU). The 
picture archiving and communication sys-
tem was used to store the images and export 
them in the Digital Imaging and Communi-
cations in Medicine format.

Two radiologists analyzed the character-
istics of each SSPN while blinded to the pa-
tients’ pathological results, including their 
age, sex, smoking history, clinical symptoms, 

Main points

• Radiomics has great advantages in assess-
ing the risk of indeterminate small solid pul-
monary nodules (SSPNs).

• The radiomic nomogram derived from clin-
ical features, subjective computed tomog-
raphy signs, and the radiomic score (Rad-
score) is superior to the clinical model in 
evaluating the risk of indeterminate SSPNs.

• The Rad-score, sex, age, and pleural indenta-
tion are independent predictors in assessing 
the risk of indeterminate SSPNs.

Figure 1. Nodule screening flow chart. CT, computed tomography.
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respiratory disease history, family history of 
lung cancer, and extrathoracic malignan-
cy history (>5 years ago). The image-based 
features included the size, location (whether 
located in the upper lobe), density, shape, 
margin (regular or irregular), marginal spic-
ulation, pleural indentation, pulmonary 
nodules significantly enhanced [yes (>15 
HU) or no (≤15 HU)], and emphysema. Nod-
ule size was defined as the mean of the lon-
gest diameter and vertical diameter of the 
largest plane of the nodule on the axial CT 
image. The regular margin was determined 
to have circular or elliptical smooth shapes. 
The marginal spiculation sign was a straight-
line shadow from the margins of the lesion 
to the surroundings, which were radial and 
unbranched. Pleural indentation, also known 
as pleural traction, was due to the formation 
of fibrosis in the tumor, which pulls the vis-
ceral pleura toward the tumor. The enhance-
ment index was measured as the difference 
between the enhancement scan and plain 
scan at the CT central level of nodules. If the 
diameter of the nodule was less than 1 cm, 
the two radiologists measured the CT value 
independently three times and took the av-
erage value.

Nodule segmentation and feature ex-
traction

Dedicated radiomic software (Radiomics, 
version 1.0.3, Siemens, Forchheim, Germany) 
was used for semiautomatic lesion segmen-
tation. The accuracy of the segmentation was 
confirmed layer by layer from the axial, cor-
onal, and sagittal positions (Figure 2). Pleu-
ral indentation, the long cords around the 
lesion, and the blood vessels and trachea at 
the edge of the lesion were not delineated, 
and any non-conforming layers were manu-
ally erased or filled.

Feature extraction was performed for 
each lung nodule, and 1.691 features were 
computed, including first-order statistical 
features, shape-based features, and texture 
features based on the gray-level co-occur-
rence matrix and gray-level size zone matrix. 
The interobserver reproducibility of segmen-
tation was evaluated using 50 randomly se-
lected cases that were re-segmented by the 
same radiologist following the same delinea-
tion principle one week later.

Data Analysis

Radiomic feature selection and radiomic 
feature model construction

An intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) 
threshold of 0.8 was used to evaluate the 

reproducibility of the radiomic features. The 
ICC of a radiomic feature of >0.8 was con-
sidered stable and selected for subsequent 
analysis. Next, the least absolute shrinkage 
and selection operator (LASSO) method was 
used to further select the features using the 
five-fold cross-validation method. The pre-
diction model was constructed using the 
random forest (RF) method, which is a cat-
egorization method that involves multiple 
nodes of a decision tree and bootstrap resa-
mpling technology. Each tree uses a stochas-
tically selected input variable or each node 
variable combination to form a forest.12,13 The 
RF has the potential to overcome the over-
fitting problem with high accuracy and a ro-
bust anti-interference ability. Each nodule’s 
characteristic radiomic score (Rad-score) was 
calculated using the constructed model. The 
radiomic model was developed using the Py-
thon Scikit-learn package (Python 3.6; Scikit-
learn version 0.24.0; http://scikit-learn.org/).

Construction and evaluation of the nomo-
gram

The Rad-scores, clinical features, and sub-
jective CT signs were analyzed in the training 
cohort, and the nomogram was established 
with univariate and multivariable logistic re-
gressions. The backward stepwise multivari-
able logistic regression was utilized to obtain 
similar results with fewer variables. The area 
under the curve (AUC) of each prediction 
model was estimated using bootstrapping 
(1.000 times) based on the prediction score.

Clinical value of the radiological nomogram

A decision curve analysis (DCA) was per-
formed to evaluate the nomogram’s clinical 
efficacy, which was calculated as a series 
benefit of the model under a series of thresh-
old probabilities. Figure 3 shows the flow 
chart of the data process.

Statistical analysis

In this study, continuous variables con-
forming to a normal distribution were ex-
pressed as the mean ± standard deviation; 
otherwise, they were expressed as the me-
dian (the first quantile; the third quantile). 
Categorical variables were presented as 
frequencies with percentages. The Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test was used for continuous vari-
ables, and X2 or Fisher’s exact test was used 
for categorical variables. The performance 
of the models in the training and validation 
cohorts was quantified by the receiver op-
erating characteristic (ROC) analysis of the 
AUC, accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, posi-
tive predictive value, and negative predic-

tive value. A 95% confidence interval (CI) for 
each feature was also recorded. The calibra-
tion curve was used to evaluate the consis-
tency between the observed outcomes and 
predicted results, and the Hosmer–Leme-
show test was performed to evaluate the fit. 
The AUC comparison was examined using 
the DeLong test. We evaluated the perfor-
mance of the model with the Nagelkerke 
R-squared and omnibus tests. Statistical 
analyses in this study were performed us-
ing R software (version 4.0.3; R Foundation 
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, 
http://www.Rproject.org) and SPSS 24.0 
software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The R 
package information is shown in Appendix 
1. The reported statistical significance levels 
were both two-sided with P < 0.050 but P 
< 0.100 in the univariate logistic regression 
analysis. 

Results

Clinical feature analysis and clinical model 
establishment

The patients were randomized in a 7:3 ra-
tio into the training and validation cohorts. 
The patient’s clinical characteristics are de-
scribed in Table 1. In the training cohort, 
potential predictors were determined using 
a univariate logistic regression analysis and 
incorporated into a multivariable logistic re-
gression analysis. Sex [odds ratio (OR): 0.46; 
95% CI: 0.27–0.81; P = 0.007), morphology 
(OR: 2.07; 95% CI: 1.23–3.49; P = 0.006), age 
(OR: 1.04; 95% CI: 1.01–1.07; P = 0.004), pleu-
ral indentation (OR: 3.16; 95% CI: 1.86–5.39; 
P < 0.001), emphysema (OR: 2.63; 95% CI: 
1.07–6.48; P = 0.036), and significant lung 
nodule enhancement (OR: 2.11; 95% CI: 
1.25–3.57; P = 0.005) were malignancy-in-
dependent predictors, and a clinical model 
was constructed using these six indepen-
dent predictors (Table 2). The AUCs for the 
clinical model in the training and valida-
tion cohorts were 0.77 (95% CI: 0.71–0.82; 
P < 0.001) and 0.75 (95% CI: 0.66–0.83; P < 
0.001), respectively.

Establishment and verification of the radio-
mic model

In total, 1.691 radiological features were 
abstracted from each patient’s lung image. 
The radiological features of 29 non-zero co-
efficients were selected using LASSO regres-
sion in the training cohort and included in 
the Rad-score calculation. Figure 4 shows the 
distribution of the Rad-scores of benign and 
malignant SSPNs in the training and valida-
tion cohorts. No significant differences were 
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found in the Rad-scores between the benign 
and malignant nodule groups in the training 

(P = 0.448) and validation (P = 0.055) cohorts, 
but the Rad-scores of the malignant nodule 

group [0.72 (0.62; 0.78) vs. 0.64 (0.57; 0.74); 
P < 0.001) and benign nodule group [0.34 
(0.23; 0.51) vs. 0.38 (0.25; 0.53); P < 0.001] in 
the training and validation cohorts were sig-
nificantly different.

Malignant pulmonary nodules typically 
have higher Rad-scores than benign pulmo-
nary nodules. The AUC values of the radiomic 
model in the training and validation groups 
were 0.90 (95% CI: 0.86–0.93) and 0.83 (95% 
CI: 0.76–0.91), respectively, which showed 
good performance in predicting SSPNs.

Establishment and verification of the no-
mogram

The multivariable logistic regression 
analysis showed that the Rad-score, sex (OR: 
0.23; 95% CI: 0.10–0.49; P < 0.001), age (OR: 
1.05; 95% CI: 1.02–1.09; P = 0.004), and pleu-
ral indentation (OR: 2.42; 95% CI: 1.20–4.87; 
P = 0.013) were independent predictors. By 
integrating these four independent factors, 
a combined model was constructed and pre-
sented in the form of a nomogram (Figure 5). 
The AUC of the nomogram was 0.92 (95% CI: 
0.89–0.95); P < 0.001) in the training cohort 
and 0.85 (95% CI: 0.78–0.91); P < 0.001) in 
the validation cohort. The calibration curve 
showed that the predicted results of the no-
mogram were in good agreement with the 
actual results in the training and verification 
queues. The Hosmer–Lemeshow test yielded 
a non-significant statistic (P = 0.584 and P = 
0.716 for the training and validation cohorts, 
respectively), which suggests a good fit for 
probability.

Model performance comparison

Table 3 shows the clinical model and no-
mogram’s diagnostic performance, and Fig-
ures 6 and 7 show the ROC curves of these 
models. The cut-off values for the clinical 
model and nomogram AUCs were 0.49 and 
0.56, respectively. Using the omnibus test 
with the model coefficients, the nomogram 
was significantly improved compared to the 
clinical model (P < 0.001). Based on the De-
Long test, statistically significant differences 
were found between the clinical model and 
nomogram in predicting the risk of SSPNs 
(Figure 8). The DCA curve (Figure 9) shows 
that the nomogram increases the net benefit 
more than the clinical model in distinguish-
ing indeterminate SSPNs.

Discussion
In the present retrospective study, we 

developed and verified a nomogram com-
bining routine clinical features, subjective 

Table 1. Clinical characteristics and subjective CT findings of the SSPN patients

 Test  Train P value

 n = 124  n = 289  

Sex    0.485

     Female 63 (50.81%) 136 (47.06%)  

     Male 61 (49.19%) 153 (52.94%)  

Age 57.50 (52.00; 64.00) 60.00 (52.00; 66.00)  0.157

Location    0.230

     Upper 65 (52.42%) 133 (46.02%)  

     Middle and lower 59 (47.58%) 156 (53.98%)  

Average diameter 1.25 (1.04; 1.55) 1.25 (0.98; 1.53)  0.280

Density    0.316

     Uniform 62 (50.00%) 129 (44.64%)  

     Non-uniform 62 (50.00%) 160 (55.36%)  

Morphology    0.194

     Regular 67 (54.03%) 136 (47.06%)  

     Irregular 57 (45.97%) 153 (52.94%)  

Boundary    0.119

     Clear 94 (75.81%) 197 (68.17%)  

     Unclear 30 (24.19%) 92 (31.83%)  

Spicule sign    0.990

     No 76 (61.29%) 177 (61.25%)  

     Yes 48 (38.71%) 112 (38.75%)  

Pleural indentation    0.370

     No 64 (51.61%) 163 (56.40%)  

     Yes 60 (48.39%) 126 (43.60%)  

Emphysema    0.844

     No 109 (87.90%) 256 (88.58%)  

     Yes 15 (12.10%) 33 (11.42%)  

Significant lung nodule enhancement    0.459

     No 68 (54.84%) 147 (50.87%)  

     Yes 56 (45.16%) 142 (49.13%)  

Clinical symptoms    0.049

     No 101 (81.45%) 209 (72.32%)  

     Yes 23 (18.55%) 80 (27.68%)  

Smoking history    0.882

     No 81 (65.32%) 191 (66.09%)  

     Yes 43 (34.68%) 98 (33.91%)  

Respiratory disease history    1.000

     No 121 (97.58%) 282 (97.58%)  

     Yes 3 (2.42%) 7 (2.42%)  

Lung cancer history    0.229

     No 108 (87.10%) 263 (91.00%)  

     Yes 16 (12.90%) 26 (9.00%)  

Extrathoracic malignancy history    0.850

     No 117 (94.35%) 274 (94.81%)  

     Yes 7 (5.65%) 15 (5.19%)  

CT, computed tography; SSPN, small solid pulmonary nodule.
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findings from CT images, and radiomic fea-
tures to distinguish indeterminate SSPNs. 
Our results suggest that the performance of 
a nomogram is superior to the clinical model 
in predicting the risk of indeterminate SSPNs. 

The DCA curve demonstrates the clinical use-
fulness of a nomogram.

Radiomics is a rapidly developing field 
that can extract thousands of quantitative 
image features from images and describe 

the biological characteristics and heteroge-
neity of lesions by analyzing these features. 
Radiomics identifies information from con-
ventional images that are not visible to the 
naked eye or limited by the size or shape of 
the lesion.14-16 In recent years, using a radio-
mic texture feature analysis for lung nodule 
assessments has received increased atten-
tion. Most studies have focused on general 
small pulmonary nodules (including solid 
and subsolid nodules) or used radiomics 
and clinical features to identify the nature of 
pulmonary nodules,17-19 for which CT signs 
have not been included. We constructed 
an integrated model combining clinical 
features, subjective CT signs, and the Rad-
scores for indeterminate SSPNs (5–20 mm). 
SNs require stricter research standards and 
are more challenging to diagnose through 
imaging.

Our study revealed that sex, age, shape, 
pleural indentation, emphysema, and en-
hancement are independent predictors 
of indeterminate SSPNs. This finding is 
consistent with the findings of previous 
studies.20-24 However, we also found that 
in most previous studies, the position of 
the upper lobe and smoking history were 
independent predictors of the malignancy 
of pulmonary nodules. This finding differs 
from those in previous studies. First, the 
discrepancy may be caused by regional 
differences. The incidence of tuberculosis 
in China is very high and mainly affects the 
upper lobe. Additionally, according to our 
previous statistics on the risk factors for 
lung cancer screening in the Hebei prov-
ince, smoking history is not an indepen-
dent predictor. This may be due to air pol-
lution, which has caused the incidence of 
nodules in non-smokers to increase signifi-
cantly. Additionally, malignant pulmonary 
nodules may be mostly adenocarcinoma, 
which has a higher incidence in women 
than in men, and smoking is rare in women.

Our model covers various pathological 
types, such as adenocarcinoma, squamous 
cell carcinoma, small cell carcinoma, inflam-
mation, tuberculosis, hamartoma, and oth-
er pathological types. We extracted 1.691 
features from each nodule, and the most 
critical and reproducible features were se-
lected to construct the prediction model. 
However, our results were not significant-
ly different from those of other studies. 
Because the SSPNs included in our study 
were difficult to diagnose on imaging, we 
excluded 20–30 mm nodules and subsol-
id nodules. Larger-diameter nodules and 
subsolid nodules are more likely to become 

Figure 2. (a, b, and c) are used to determine the region of interest boundary layer by layer from the axial, 
sagittal, and coronal positions, respectively. (d) Is a three-dimensional diagram of the nodule segmentation.

Figure 3. Flow chart of data processing. RF, random forest; ICC, intraclass correlation coefficient; LASSO, least 
absolute shrinkage and selection operator; B, regression coefficient.

Figure 4. Distribution of the radiomic scores between benign and malignant nodules in the training and 
validation cohorts, with the ordinate representing the ability to differentiate between benign and malignant 
nodules.
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malignant. Models containing these factors 
may show better efficacy.25,26

Our research has several limitations. First, 
this is a retrospective study, but our results 
are further verified in the internal cohort. 
Second, we only included nodules with 
pathological results from surgery or biopsy, 
indicating selection bias. Additionally, our 
model was established based on clinical, 
radiomic, and image features of the pulmo-
nary nodules. In addition, some other arti-
cles have applied other information, such as 
the nodules with attached vessel tortuosity 
and topological skeleton of the nodules.27,28 
In future studies, our model may be further 
improved if these latest research results are 
combined.

In conclusion, in this retrospective study, 
we constructed a nomogram combining 
clinical features, subjective CT imaging find-

Table 2. Clinical model screening results

Variable category Univariate logistic regression Multivariable logistic regression

Variables Reference 
category

Other category B OR (95% CI) P value B OR (95% CI) P value

Sex Female Male −0.55 0.58 (0.36-0.92) 0.021 −0.77 0.46 (0.270.81) 0.007

Age - - 0.04 1.04 (1.02–1.07) <0.001 0.04 1.04 (1.01-1.07) 0.004

Morphology Regular Irregular 0.97 2.65 (1.65–4.28) <0.001 0.73 2.07 (1.23-3.49) 0.006

Pleural indentation No Yes 1.16 3.17 (1.96–5.2) <0.001 1.15 3.16 (1.86-5.39) <0.001

Emphysema No Yes 0.9 2.45 (1.15–5.58) 0.021 0.97 2.63 (1.07-6.48) 0.036

Significant lung nodule 
enhancement No Yes 0.83 2.29 (1.44–3.69) 0.001 0.75 2.11 (1.25-3.57) 0.005

Density Uniform Non-uniform 0.83 2.29 (1.43–3.7) 0.001 - - -

Boundary Clear Unclear 0.59 1.81 (1.10–3.02) 0.02 - - -

Spicule sign No Yes 0.53 1.70 (1.06–2.75) 0.029 - - -

Location Middle and 
lower Upper 0.41 1.51 (0.95–2.41) 0.083 - - -

Average diameter - - −0.03 0.97 (0.63–1.45) 0.865 - - -

Clinical symptoms No Yes 0.23 1.26 (0.75–2.12) 0.384 - - -

Smoking history No Yes −0.18 0.84 (0.51–1.37) 0.479 - - -

Lung cancer history No Yes −0.04 0.96 (0.43–2.17) 0.926 - - -

Respiratory disease history No Yes 0.26 1.30 (0.28–6.68) 0.737 - - -

Extrathoracic malignancy history No Yes 1.03 2.79 (0.93–10.26) 0.074 - - -

OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval; B, regression coefficient.

Figure 5. Nomogram for predicting the risk of indeterminate small solid pulmonary nodules.

Table 3. Performance comparison between different models

AUC Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy PPV NPV Cut-off  R² P value

Training 
cohort

Clinical model 0.77 0.70 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.49 0.28 <0.001

Nomogram 0.92 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.83 0.81 0.56 0.61 <0.001

Validation 
cohort 

Clinical model 0.75 0.66 0.70 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.49 0.24 <0.001

Nomogram 0.85 0.74 0.81 0.77 0.76 0.79 0.56 0.46 <0.001

AUC, area under the curve; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value. R², Nagelkerke R-square.
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ings, and radiomic features to differentiate 
indeterminate SSPNs. This nomogram is 
non-invasive and repeatable and has high 
predictive accuracy to help with the preop-
erative diagnosis of patients.
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Appendix 1. Packages used in this study

Statistical analysis Packages Version Web

Feature selection: LASSO “glmnet” in R 4.1-1 https://CRAN.R-project.org/
package=glmnet

Radiomic model establishment: random forest “randomForestSRC” in R 2.11.0 https://CRAN.R-project.org/
package=randomForestSRC

Descriptive table “compareGroups” in R 4.5.1 https://CRAN.R-project.org/
package=compareGroups

Clinical model and nomogram establishment: logistic regression 
and nomogram “rms” in R 6.0-1 https://CRAN.R-project.org/

package=rms

Model performance evaluation: DeLong test and 95% CI for ROC 
curve analysis “pROC” in R 1.18.0 https://CRAN.R-project.org/

package=pROC

Model performance evaluation: decision curve analysis “rmda” in R 1.6 https://CRAN.R-project.org/
package=rmda

Model performance evaluation: Hosmer–Lemeshow Goodness of 
Fit test “ResourceSelection” in R 0.3-5 https://CRAN.R-project.org/

package=ResourceSelection

CI, confidence interval; ROC, receiver operating characteristic curve.
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